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Will Taping and Replaying Their Speeches Help My

Fourth Grade Students With Organizing Their Written Work?

On October 19, I started a unit on writing. These activ-

ities included writing about something each student had done,

and how they would instruct others in some activity. As I read

each paper, I found that only a very few, four out of 22 students,

were able to sequence ideas, use complete sentences, Pse proper

spelling, and do a reasonably good job with grammar skills. The

rest had problems with some or all of these areas. 'Mark, Edwin,

Jim, and Jonathon each gave an effort, but each had to tell me ex-

actly what they were trying to express in their writings. Each was

able to tell a good story, hut, each was very limited in their or-

ganizational skills.

After a review of some skills, I assigned another paper on,

"How to Make Something to Eat." This activity was more successful

than either of the first two I had tried. I went over sequencing

in class and tried to help each student with any problem. I allow-

ed the papers to be taken home so each would have enough time to

finish their work. The following Monday, I had each student read

the composition to the class. I noticed Jim had a very good compo-

sltion, and after class I commented about the quality. He said,

"I told Mom what to write and she wrote it." Jim had good ideas,

but no way to get them on paper successfully. I de.:ided it might be

more successful to yet the students to yo from oral to written than
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to just have the idea written only.

Earlier in the year, a friend in Bone Gap, Illinois offered

me a banana plant 12 feet tall with bananas. The problem was that

I could not haul the plant in either my car or truck. I thought

this unique problem might give my students a basis to work on skills

in speaking and writing. I planned to have each student take notes

on how we managed to move the banana plant from Bone Gap to West

Salem-about five miles- in freezing weather. Next, we would com-

bine ideas and develop a list of nine or 10 steps we used. I wrote

the various ideas on the board, but did not allow the students to

elaborate on each idea, emphasizing that each would have his or

her own point of view.

After each student had copied these steps onto a 3 x5 note

card -no more than three words allowed per line-they were to use

these to prepare a story about, "The Great Banana Rescue." Next,

each would tell the story and record it, on tape. The tape would be

played back and each would follow their notes. Then, each would

hear the tape a second time before trying to write a story.

I will use a program called "Stack the Deck" which I learned

about at a Mt. Vernon, Illinois conference. This program is de-

signed to take writing from the first draft through finished pub-

lication. Finally, I will again play the tape and discuss afterward

how the tape compares to the written form. Hopefully, this entire

activity will improve all the student's skills-both verbal and

written.

As of December 7, the first of the project is completed.

I took the class, over their noon hour, to get the plant. : As was

suggested by the students in the planning stage, we used a school

bus. Since I am also a bus driver and there is a spare bus at the
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school, this was no problem. We left after all had finished lunch,

loaded the bus and made the trip to Bone Gap. During the trip one

student saw a banana peel on the road and wondered aloud if we were

too late, as King Kong might have already found the plant.

Upon arriving, I divided the group, and took six or seven

students with me to retrieve the plant from the basement. The

others left behind on the bus were to observe what happened while

we brought the plant to the bus and guard against monkeys. They

were also to assist when we loaded the plant into the bus. This

accomplished, we returned to our school, unloaded, and moved the

plant into our classroom. Next, we wrote out notes, very simple

and short, on the board. The students copied and used these to

prepare a talk. After each had been recorded, I asked, "Was it

easier to talk to the recorder or to the class?" I was surprised

as about half stated it was harder to talk to the recorder.

I then played the tape back and was pleased to hear how diff-

erent each was. The students had used their notes and all had se-

quenced the events properly. Next, we discussed the overall project

up to this point.

I have begun to use the format used in the "Stack the Deck"**

program. I used a prepared paragraph to demonstrate how to proof-

read their works. The students numbered the groups of words, whether

sentences or not, and listed the first word of each on a grid. Then

we discussed each group as to what, if anything, we needed to do

to make the sentences better. I used an enlarged version of the

paragraph on a transparency. While the students discussed the pos-

sibilities, I marked on the transparency the improvements suggested.

Then, I assigned each student a partner and had them cut one copy

of the original paragraph into the numbered pieces. On a clean
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sheet of paper, each group was to paste the sentences to make a bet-

ter paragraph. While they were working, I had many questions from

them which I found interesting. Emily asked, "Can we cut the sen-

tences in two and put the last part first?" Another wondered aloud,

"What do we do with the words we don't use?" Another group answer-

ed, "Just glue them at the bottom of the page." Logan asked, "Can

we put in commas and periods?" I told them to use punctuation if

they were sure, but, if not sure, to put a big circle and we would

discuss it later. The groups took about 40 minutes to finish their

cutting and pasting. I then told them we would begin writing their

papers on Monday.

Monday I had each student get the note card and follow along

while I replayed all their talks. Using their note cards as guides,

each began writing a story. My instructions were to skip a line

between each sentence, and to not worry about capitals, spelling

or other rules, just get their ideas on paper. Tuesday we finished

the "sloppy copy" and began to edit and revise using the previous

skills presented. The students could use any means to check their

work including dictionaries, other students, and me, and even their

English book. This revision work was to be done on the blank line

above the sentence. Most students finished this part in one period,

but some needed to take it home for additional time.

Wednesday, I had each pair to read the other's story and discuss

any strengths or problems. As I circulated around the room, I heard

many lively discussions-both good and not so good-about the story.

When all discussions were settled and corrections made, I gave each

two pieces of white theme paper for the final copy. Students were

allowed to use either pencil or pen, and each could use either

manuscript or cursive. This final draft took approximately
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one hour Wedni.,uay, with finish time allowed on Thursday if nec-

essary.

I then had all pages placed into a folder where I could eval-

uate the total project. The results were even better than I had ex-

pected! Almost all the students were able to put the events in proper

order. When they made their rough draft, most were able to make com-

plete sentences. They made many corrections on the "sloppy copy", al-

though one boy threw his copy away after he had made a second "slop-

py copy" because his first one was j0,.t. too messy. Even my weakest

writers were able to recognize a few errors and correct them.

The final copies were graded as I had explained I would...cor-

rect order, then sentences, and finally, spelling. To say the least,

I was very pleased with the work.

About two weeks later, my class had to write a book report. The

first question asked was, "Do we get to make a "sloppy copy?" Almost

every student chose to make notes, then rough draft, and then, the final

paper. The second time this format was used, all seemed to be very

comfortable using it. The results have been better than expecte!

I believe this project has been very valuable for all my students.

They seemed very willing to accept any writing assignment. Hopefully,

they will keep this attitude for a long time.

Overall, the project has been most encouraging and very success-

ful.

I have enclosed some of the students projects to demonstrate

what we accomplished.

**NOTE: THE "STACK THE DECK WRITING PROGRAM" REFERRED TO IN
THIS ARTICLE IS CREDITED TO HERB HREBIC, PUBLISHER,
TINLEY PARK, IL 60477-0429.
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